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Water is second in importance to air in the propagation .of human 
life. Food, the third essential to our existence, depends upon water 
for its being. With water of prime importance it is surprising that 
hydrology, "the science treating of water, its properties, phenomena, 
and distributionn(l) has so recently emerged as a science ranking in 
(1) Webster's Collegiate Dicti~1 2d Edition, 1936. 
1 
Q 
importance with the other basic scienc_eso A year ago(2) only about half 
(2) Lenz, A. T.,Educational Facil~ties for Hydrology, Paper de1ivered to 
the Am. Soc. c. E., jackson, ~ss., Nov. 1950. 
of the country's·engineering colleges of~ered basic courses in hydrolo.gy 
although most col1eges touch on hydro1~ in other related courses. 
Hydrolqgy, like its associate hydraulics, has moved forward by 
observation, experiment, and ana1yses of collected data. Unlike 
hydraulics the phenomena of hydrol~ does not at the present lend 
itself to exact definition by either rational or empirical formUlae. 
Perhaps hydrolo.gy will never reach the stage where all of nature's 
vagaries and complexities can be expressed with mathematical precision 
and future hydrologic events predicted with certainty. In spite of a 
seemingly unattainable goal the increasing demands of modern civilisa-
tion for water and the immensity of our water conservation, irrigation, 
and flood control projects necessitate an ever increasing collection and 
·study of hydrologic data. This fact was recognized by the President's 
Water Resources POlicy Commission in their recammendation(3) that 
collection of certain phases of basic data be doubled. At present 
2 
{ 3) A Water Policy :tor 'the Aaerican People, GoTt. Printing ·Office, 
pp. 326, 1950. . . 
approximatel.y 6,000 stream-fl.ow gaging stati011s are ·operated, principal-
ly by the Water Resources Div:i,sion of the United States Geological 
Survey. S<ae 10,000 precipitation stati011s •are opera 'ted, chiefly by 
the United States Weather Bureau. 
The stre~fiow gaging statiOJts for the most part are· located on 
the larger s'treaas and the coverage of precipitation stations is such 
that the worldta greatest 42 lldlmte rainfa11 which totaled 12.00 inches· 
at Holt, Miss011ri on june· 22, 1.947, on1y produced 4.14 inches a:t the-
nearest officia1 rain gage. 
Within Phelps County, the town of Nel!'burg has been visited· twice in 
recent years by diaasteroas floods from an ungaged ·small stream whose 
drainage basin does not caotain a rain gage. 
In the fi~d of highway ·engineering, a few years ago<'4 ) aboat 130 
(4) Dal.rympl.e, T., ~ivate Connunication, Aug. 1949. 
mi 11 ion dollars were spent on State-Fed.eral waterway struc't\tres having 
spans of 20 feet or less. This was 51. percent· of all funds for waterway 
struc~es of al.l sizes. On these small streams ·the United States 
Geological Survey has 2 percent of their gaging stations. 
The smal 1 area drainage basin is :finding a valuab1e use as an index 
station for operating flood-contrOl and hydroelectric power reservoirs. 
The flow frcs a small area can be quickl.y determined after a given rain· 
storm has passed. If proper1y correlated with the flow from the drainage 
basin above the reservoir, .aany precious hours can be saved before the 
resul.t of the storm becanes apparent in 'the main stream above the 
reservoir. 
The wide attention given to soil conservation and watershed manage-
ment as a means of red.~c~ runoff needs verificatiQll on areas 1arger 
than the SJRall experimental p1ot or the drainage basins a few acres in 
size. Wi.thout a c1ear understanding of sma11 area hydro1ogy the runoff 
from SJDall tributary areas downstream might be s1owed to coincide with 
the peak from the headwaters and thus produce a greater f'l.ood than wou1d 
resUlt if the downstream runoff were allowed to proceed the crest. 
Unless the seasonal distribution of flood producing rains, and the 
variation of in:filtration capacities with the seasons are corre1ated 
with vegeta1 cover for the particUlar section of the country, either too 
much or not. enough reliance JBi.ght be pl.aced on soil. conservation 
measures to decrease tlood peaks. 
The design of most city storm sewers and airport drainage is based 
on f1ow from small drainage areas. Most farms are parts of one or more 
small. drainage basins. Thus the urban and rural dweller a1ike have an 
interest in amall drainage basins. 
Small. is a re1ative term. A small tributary of the Jtiissouri River 
might have a drainage area of several hundred or a thousand square miles 
while a small tributary to the J.leraaec River might have a · drainage area 
of on1y a few square mi.1es. For the purpose of this study, a small 
~rainage area is defined as one that does not exceed 10 square mil.es in 
area. 
The most simple method of determining the runoff characteristics of 
an area is to operate a stremn-gaging atation with recording precipita-
tion gages in the area and by actual measurement define the runoff 
patterno The eost of operating gaging sta'ti011.s makes this an imprac-
tical. solution for the numerous ....,, drainage basins to 'be found 
throughout the land. Equally impractical, for general. application on 
small areas, weuld be methods which involve field m~asurement of the 
many factors which must be evaluated by laborious techniques empl.~ 
trained hydrOlogists. A detai1ed analysis of runoff characteristics 
of a small drainage area is not warranted when the cost of a small 
drainage structure is considered. However there exists a great need 
for a more accurate method of determining size of drainage structure 
open.iDgs than Tal.botts or similar :f'ormu1ae that only consider a rela~--­
tively few of the numerous factors invOlved in the precipitation-
runoff relationship. Possibly the sOlution lies in the operation of 
index stations on sma11 areas in each relatively homogeneous physio-
graphic, cl.i.Jnatic, or- geol.ogic area. After we learn more about the 
effect of size, shape, topography, ve&etal cover, soil, and the 
numeroas other factors which affect runoff from small drainage areas 
we might determine the runoff from many sma11 drainage areas with a few 
strategica11y located index stations• To this end experiments on small 
plots, and elaborate investigations on small areas are helpful. 
The eventual. solution to the problem of runoff from small drainage 
areas must be one that is economically feasible and BUfficiently accurate 
for the purpose. It woUld inYolve the measurement of as few of the 
factors involved in the precipitation-runoff relationship as would be 
necessary for adequate definition. 
Realizing the need for data on small drainage areas the Missouri 
Highway Commission in 1947 began a cooperative project with the Water 
Resources Division of the United States Ge0locica1 Survey which includes 
the establishment of small area gaging stations and recording r~ gages. 
The purpose of this inTest:Lcation is to study some of the data 
collee'ted in the few years o~ operation of these small area stations 
with the aim of testin& same of the hydrologic tools useful in the study 
of larger drainage basins to determine their applicability on smal1 
drainage basins. The rehtionship between the runoff of large and small 
drainage basins wi11 be studied to learn how the data co11ected on the 
larger drainage basins may be used in the study of small areas. 
Although the records to be used in this study are too short for the 
purpose, it is hoped that some facts wi11 be learned which 1fi11· have 
appl.icatien When longer term rec·ords become available for study. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Modern texas on hydrolOCY" . date :from 1904 when Daniel. W. Mead's 
textbook "Notes an hydro1egy" appeared. This was followed in 1919 by 
·' 
his larger and more thorough work entit1ed "Hydro1ogy11 • The 1'E1ements 
of hydrology" by .Ado1ph F. Meyer was published in 1917. In 1942 
"Hydrol-ogy" Vol.ume IX of the physics of the earth series appeared. This 
vo1ume contains an exce1lent account of the historical. development of 
hydrology by the editor Oscar E. Meinzer as well as va1uab1e lists of 
references following each chapter. After the dearth of hydrology texts 
in the first 42 years of the 20th century, the last 5 years have seen 
the pub1ication of 6 texts and numerous articles on hydrology. Texts 
are readily available and their content sanewhat simil.ar. Texts will be 
listed in the bibliography but will not be reviewed in this section. Two 
~exts used by the author for reference in conducting this study are 
"Hydrol.ogy Handbook" by the American Society of Civil Engineers and 
"El.ements of App1ied Hydrology" by Don Johnstone and Wi 11 i am P. Cross. 
Articl.es dealing with various phases of hydrology may be found in 
many publications ranging from the popu1ar magazines to the proceedings 
of the various engineering societies. Many government and state 
publications contain valuable information in the hydro1ogic fiel.d. Two 
of the best sources o£ hydrologic articl.es are the Transa~tions of -the 
American Society of Civil Engineers and those of the American 
Geophysical Union. 
With such voluminous literature available~ almost all of which 
app1ies in sOJne degree to the small area problem, review of the 
.. 
1iterature must of necessity be brief and somewhat se1ective. The 
literature referred to is that most readily availab1e to the a•thor and 
·7 
does not necessari1y represent the best references that Ddght be found. 
Ear1y students of rainfa11 and nmoff sought to express runoff as a 
percentage of rainfall. The so called rational method developed by 
Kuich1ing(S) in 1888 has· been wide1y used for many years particularly in 
(5) Kuieh1ing, Emil, The Relation Between the Rainfa1.1 and the .Discharse 
of Sewers in the Populous Districts. Am.Soc.C.E.Trans., Vol.. 20, 
pp. 1, 1889. 
the des~ of sewers. The rational method is represented by the formula:. 
in which: 
Q = peak discharge in cubic feet per second. 
i = average rainfa11 rate in inches per hour for a duration equal 
to the concentration time of the drainage area. 
A • the drainage area of the basin in acres. 
C • the ratio of the maximum peak flow per acre in cubic feet per 
second to the average rate of rainfall in inches per hour 
throughout the period of concentration. 
A modification of the rationa1 method . as well as an excellent discussion 
of the method appears in ''Low Dams", National Resources OCIIIDi ttee, 
Washington, D. c. , 1938. The rational method is rapidly ·losing favor 
with hydro1ogists al.though it sti11 has many advocates. 
Henry Gannett of the U~ted States Geological Survey was among the 
first in the Ullited States to consider nmof'f as a residual of rainfall. 
after losses. !U.s map( 6 ) of mean annual. runoff was published as 1ate as 
• (6) Gannett, Henry, Map Shoring Mean Annual Runoff in the United States. 
U. S. Geol.. Survey, 1.908. 
-8 
1928 and was remarkably accurate considering the meager data available at 
the time the map was compiled. Heyer presented a paper(?) in 1915 which 
( 7) Heyer, A. F. , Computing Runoff from Rainfall and Other Data. Am. Soc. 
C.E.Tr~s., Vol. 79, pp. 1056, 1915. 
made a great advance over any previous study in that_ rational methods 
were employed to determine the losses from precipitation after it 
reached the ground. 
In the technical reports of the 11iami Conservancy Dist~ict, Houk( 8) 
(8) Houk, I. E. ,Rainfall and Runoff in the Miami Valley. Miami 
Conservancy Dist., Tech. Repts., Pt. 8, 1921. 
reported valuable studies of the rainfall-runoff relationship particular-
1y in absorption rates and the distribution of stream flow into surface 
and ground water runoff. A few of his findings were: 
1. That variations in surface slope. are of much less importance 
as affecting runoff than are variations in vegetable cover. 
2. That intensity of precipitation has an important effect on 
the occurrence and amount of surface runoff~ 
3. That during the sunmer months rainfall seldom percolates to 
such depths that it is not raised again by capillarity or by root action 
and evaporated _or transpired back into the ·atmosphere. 
4. That storage in the surface soil, filled during winter rains, 
furnished about 5 inches of water to the sUBIIler evaporation and 
transpiration requirements. 
5. That the rate of surface runoff increases as the rate of 
precipitation increases, the former being directly proportional to the 
·9 
latter when the surface soi1 is saturated. 
6. That the rate of percolation, when the. surface soi1 is 
saturated, increases as the rate of rainfall increases, the variation 
being according to a straight line equation and the rate of increase 
being proportionally greater-for loose loamy soils than for heavy clay 
soi1s. 
7. That cultivation has a relatively important effect· in reducing 
the amount of .surface runoff." 
In 1932 Sherman(9) presented the idea that.surface runoff fram 
(9) Sherman, L. K., Stream Flow from Rainfall by the Unit-graph :Hethod, 
Eng. NewsRec.,·vol. 188, PP• 501-505, 1932. 
rainfal.l occurring in the same time interval could be expressed in unit 
hydrographs having equal bases on the time axis and ordinates which 
varied with the intensity of the rainfal.1. This important -addition to 
the hydrologic -knowledge was supplemented in 1934 by Bernardts(lO) 
(10) Bernard, M. M., Approach to Determinate Stream Flow. Am.Soc.C.E. 
Proc. Vol. 60, pp. 3-18, 1934. 
distribution graph and pluviagraph. 
With the recognition that runoff was the residual of rainfall after 
. ' 
water losses, came a great interest in infiltration. R. E. Horton, 
s. K. Sherman, w. w. Horner and others wrote many articles in the 
Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers and those of 
the American GeOphysical. Union, and elsewhere which furthered the 
lm.owledge of infiltration. The experiments of the Soil Conservation 
Service and the writings of their engineers added much to the knowledge 
of infiltration, particularly in acqumul.ating and anal.yzing a mass of 
experimenta1 data which was beyond the resources of the individual 
investigator. Articles on infiltration are too numerous to discuss. 
10 
A good condensation of present knowledge appears as a chapter of the 
11Hydro1ogy ·Handbook", manua1 . of engineering practice, No. 28, American 
Society of Civil Engineers, 1949. 
In the design of airport drainage the effect of surface detention 
in overland flow presents specia1 problems that are outside the scope of 
this paper. Discussion of several. of the newer methods for the design 
of airport drains are listed in the bibliography. 
Brater(ll) presented a paper in 1939 that demonstrated the Wlit 
(11) Brater, E. F., The Unit Hydrograph Principal Applied to Small 
Water-sheds. Am.Soc.c.E.Trans. Vol 66, pp. 1154, 1940 • . 
hydrograph principal. is applicable to small watersheds. His study was 
based on 22 small watersheds in the Southern Appalachians, varying in 
area from 4.24 acr~s to 1876.7 acres. He presented a method of 
separating surface and ground water flows in the stream hydrograph and 
made correlations based on quantity of rainfall, disregarding rain:Cal.1 
intensity and antecedent moisture conditions., No attempt was made to 
separate winter and summer rains. Runoff coefficients were determined 
and the effect of watershed characteristics on the shape of the 
distribution graphs was studied. Discussions of the paper particul.arly 
by Sherman(12) oritized the failure to use infiltration technique and to 
(12) Sher.man, L. K., op.cit., p.1181. 
consider the effect of rainfall intensity. 
11 
DISCUSSION 
To achieve the purpose of this investigation, the drainage basin of 
Green Acre Branch near Rolla, Missouri was selected for study. Behmke 
Branch adjacent to Green Acre Branch is used for same c~arisons. The . 
drainage basins are shown on Figure 1, which was made frcm portions of 
the ·Ro11a and Meramec Springs Quadrangles. Figures 2 and 3 show 
photographs of the area. The gaging station on Green Acre Branch lies 
2 mi1es southeast of the southeastern edge of Rolla whil.e the gaging 
station on Behmke Branch lies about two miles east of the same point • . 
Both areas are in pasture with the Green Acre basin 1arge1y in 
C111tivated pasture1and. The areas lie in the Howell soil group, a 
gravelly, gray silt loam with reddish-brown subsoil. Bedrock outcrops 
in the stream beds at both gaging stations. Both Branches are tributary 
to Little Dry Fork and lie in the Meramec River Basin. 
The Green Acre Branch basin ranges in elevation from 1120 feet 
above mean sea leve1 al.onc the upper rim of the area to a stream bed 
elevation of 960 feet above mean sea level at the gaging station. The 
pear shaped basin is 1.1 miles long by o. 9 mil.e wide at the widest 
porti.on and has a drainage area of 0.622 square miles above the gaging 
station. The recording rain gage is 1ocated on the outer rim of the 
basin. 
Behmke Branch basin is roughl.y rectangular in shape, 1.6 mi1es long 
by o. 7 m:i1e wide at the widest portico. It has a drainage area of 1.05 
square miles above the gaging station. The upJter rim of the basin is 
1100 feet · abOTe· mean· sea·1eve~,- and the stream b~ elevation at the gage 
is 930 feet abOYe .aan sea level. The topography of the lower half of 
the basiR is rougher than the upper ha1f and part1y wooded. The record~ 
Scal.e, 1/62,500 
Countour Interval, 20 feet 
:riG. 1 MAP SBOWX.G fill GROll .lOBE AND :BDDIKJ1 :BRANCH DBAIN.&..GE ARMS 
12 
.A.. Lookinc Upatream :f'roa Gaging Station 
B. Loold.Dc Downatre .. :f'roa Upper B1.a of Area 
J'ICI. 2 Q.JmEN .&.CBE :BBANCE IJB.A.DTAGE .A.RJ'A 
13 
A. I.ook1Dg Upetreea froa Center of Area 
:B. Lookinc J))wna tream froa · Center of .Area 
FIG. 3 ::S!H!G:E :BRANCH DBI.DlA.GlC rm. 
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ing sage is 1.6 mdles north northeast of the rain gage in the Green Acre 
Branch basin. 
The specific objects of the study of Green Acre Branch are: 
1. Study of the characteristic features of the runoff hydrograph. 
2. Study of the duration curve. 
3. Study of average flows. 
4. Determination of the applicability of the unit hydrograph to 
.small drainage areas. 
5. Study of the rational method as applied to Green Acre Brancho 
6. Determination of the relation of flood flows on smal.1 drainage 
areas to those of larger areas. 
Characteristic Features of the Hydrograph 
A stream-flow hydrograph consists of a series of irregular spaced 
rises and falls. The rises are produced by precipitation. When rain 
falis upon the earth a portion is intercepted by vegetal cover and a 
portion reaches the ground. The amount of precipitation lost by 
evaporation during rainfall is negligible. Rainfall intercepted by 
vegetal cover either runs down trunks of trees and stems of plants to 
the ground or remains caught by the foliage and is eventually evaporatedo 
A portion of the rainfall reaching the ground infiltrates into the 
soil at a rate depending upon soil characteristics, moisture present in 
the soil, intensity of rainfall, size and veloci~ of rain drops and 
many other factors. The infiltration rate is relatively high initially 
and. decreases to a much lower ultimate maximum rate with continued rain-
fall. Water infiltrating into the ground adds to the soil moisture, 
replenishes the ground water reservoir and a portion quickly returns to 
the stream as subsurface flow. 
Rainfall reaching the ground not lost by infiltration fills minor 
depressions in the ground {depression storage) and the r~~der starts 
on its way to the drainage basin outlet, first as overland flow and later 
as channel flow. The path of the water enroute to the outlet determines 
the shape of the discharge hydrograph. Winter and summer hydrographs may 
differ in shape due to presence or absence of vegetation, character, of 
the seasonal precipitation, and presence of frozen ground. 
The rising limb and crest of. the hydrograph reflect drainage basin 
characteristics and the amount, intensity and distribution of precipita-
tion. The falling limb represents withdrawal of water from surface 
storage in channel and overland flow plus the ground water flow. The 
falling limb will approximate a straight line if plotted to a semi-
logarithmic scale. The general equation of the falling limb is 
Q = Q0 K-t where Q is the discharge at time T since the initial 
discharge Qo. K is a recession constant and represents the slope of the 
recession hydrograph plotted to a semilogarithmetic scale. 
On many hydrographs the three paths by which the water moves from 
the ground surface to the stream can be identified. These paths are 
surface, shallow subsurface and ground water flow. Shallow subsurface 
~ow that reaches the stream during surface flow cannot be separated. 
The shallow subsurface flow that is delayed beyond the surface flow 
period has the characteristics of ground water flow. The recession 
hydrograph has a definite break at the separation of ground and surface 
flow. 
A normal ground water depletion curve can be obtained by tracing 
segments of the hydrograph when no surface flow is present in the stream. 
Several hydrographs are required to define the entire ground water 
17 
depletion curve. On small areas, mean daily flows are inadequate to 
define the depletion curve. Stage hydrographs furnish segments of the 
stage depletion curve and the resulting stages may be converted to 
discharges by use of th_e _station rating curve. It i.s interesting to note 
in Table 1 the difference between the summer and the winter normal 
ground water depletion curves. Although the two curves differ, the use 
Table 1. Normal Ground Water Depletion Curves, Green Acre Branch. 
~~-------------------------~---------
----~~------------- \vinter ----------------------
Discharge Time Discharge 




0 1Q65 0 1.65 
6 .72 12 .72 
12 .35 24 .41 
18 .25 36 .35 
24 .20 48 .29 
30 .18 60 .22 
36 .17 72 .20 
42 .15 84 .18 
54 .12 96 .17 
66 .10 108 .15 
78 .039 120 .13 
90 .019 144 .ll 
102 .004 _ 156 .10 
108 0 180 .08 
of an average curve will introduce no error of consequence • 
. 
A similar graphical solution of the recession curve can be made if 
care is taken to exclude portions of the recession curves affected by 
rainfall after the crest. 
The normal recession curve and the normal ground water depletion 
curve are helpful in· unit hydrograph studies and in filling in missing 
record on stream-flow gaging stations. They provide means of separating 
the effect of rainfall occurring after the hydrograph crest when unit 
hydrographs must be derived from nrultiple storms. 
11 
The Duration Curve 
Duration curves show the percentage of time during which a given 
:flow is equaled or exceeded. The given fiow on the ordinate scaJ.e can 
be expressed as mean daily flow, mean weekly flow, or any other desired. 
intel'val. rf a· study is made _for a particular point on the stream where 
stre~fiow records are available, flow is expressed in cubic feet per 
second. For general. studies, flow expressed in cubic feet per second 
per square mile _ is .more readily compared with the now from other 
drainage basins differing in size. 
The duration ~rves plotted in Figure 4 are dai].y flows expressed 
in second feet per square mi1e. The three curves represent distribution 
of mean dally flows of the Mer~ec River near Eureka (drainage area, 
3,800 square miles), Behmke Branch near Ro11a (drainage area, 1.05 
square miles), and Green Acre Branch near Rolla (drainage area, 0.622 
square .lllil..es). Figure 4 shows that runoff per square mile for high . 
fiows is less for the large area than for the small , while the reverse 
is true for low flows. 
The duration curves for large drainage areas differ from those of 
the small drainage areas~ The duration curve of the Meramec River near 
Eureka cannot be considered as typical of a particular size area due to 
the high base fl.ow of the Meramec resu1ting from several large and many 
small springs in the drainage basin. Thus conc1usions, except high 
fiows, based on cc:mparisons with the Eureka duration curve may not apply 
for other basins. 
Duration curves of the two small adjacent basins_ are very similar 
for the larger fiows but differ considerably in percentage for the 
• • 
smaller fiovs. The flatter slope of the Behmke Branch duration curve 
l9 
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indicates the greater natural storage of the basin. The 'higher percent-
age of t~e a given low flow occurs indicates a greater ground water 
yield. The well sustained low flow of the Meramec River at Eureka 
indicates large ground .water bodies with high specific yield draining 
slowly into-the streams. 
The principal lesson to be learned from the study of duration 
curves is that caution must be exercised when low flow data from one 
small area is u_sed to determine the low flow of another sma.ll area and 
that data from large drainage areas represents the integrated flow from 
many small drainage areas. It would be a coincidence if any particular 
small area·approximated the same runoff per square mile flow distribu-
n 
'• tion as the par~nt laege area •. 
Average Flows 
The average monthly and annual runoff for Green Acre and Behmke 
Branches in inches over the drainage basin are shown in Table 2. The 
monthly and annual rainfal]_ _totals are shown for comparison. For the 
three years of record Behmke Branch averaged 1.80 inches greater runoff 
per year than Green Acre Branch. Rainfall averaged 1.27 inches per year 
greater in the Behmke Branch Basin. Runoff· of Behmke Branch was plotted 
against that for Green Acre Branch with the result shown in Figure 5. 
The points scatter but a close relationship is indicated. 
In order to determine the closeness of the relationship and to 
illustrate how monthly mean flows at one station can be used to compute 
those at another station the correlation coefficient and the equation of 
the line of best fit was computed. I3ebmke Branch is designated y and 
Green Acre Branch designated x. The 36 pair of items (n) are averaged 
to obtain x and y. Individual items are squared and the pair of items 
21 
Table 2• Average Monthly and Annual Runoff and Rainfall in Inches for Green Acre and Behmke Branches. 
Oct. Nov. Dee. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Year 
Water Year 1949 ~ 
Behmke Branch nmoff 0.02 0.22 0.47 2.76 2e41 2.25 0.59 0.12 0.87 0.72 0~·07 1.14 11.64 
Behmke Branch rainfall~ 3.30 .2.62 1.78 *5;41 3,ll 3.66 1.18 4.44 '6.56 5.21 2~93 5e89 46.16 
.Green ·Acre Branch runoff 0.06 o.oe 'o.os 2.47 ~.55 1.97 0.29 0.09 0.53 0.67 0.02 1.06 9.84 
Green Acre Branch rainfall 3.00 2.44 1.70 5.41 3.02 3,39 1.24 3.58 5,69 5,59 2,89 6.40 44,35 
1950 . 
Behmke Branch runoff 6.49 0.13 1.60 1,65 1.73 2.49 1.49 4.59 2.20 o.os 1.01 0.19 27.68 
Behmke Branch rainfall 9.46 0.46 3.94 6.21 2,86 3,46 3,63 9.34 5,61 1.as 8.19 0.90 55.34 
Green Acre Branch runoff 5 .• 96 0,07 1.50 5.72 1.72 1.86 1.39 4,05 2 .• 78 o.o1 1.38 0,12 26.56 
Green Acre Branch rainfall 9.27 0.37 3.50 6•85 2.21 3.53 3.49 9.03 5.71 1,59 s.og 0.86 54.50 
1951 
Behmke Branch runoff o.os 0.18 0.13 0.48 . 2.88 1.94 1.33 0.87 2.37 2.74 2.27 1.08 16.32 
Behll1ke Branch rainfall 0.,76 2.28 0.31 2.29 4.30 2,73 2.85 4.15 8.38 4.91 7e25 4.71 44,92 
Green Acre Branch runoff 0.003 0.38 0.004 0.28 2.44 1.55 0.79 0.91 2,96 2 .• 45 1.18 0.90 13.85 
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multiplied by each other. The correlation coefficient (r) is computed 
from the following formula: 
1;<x - x) (y - y) 
A statistical -short cut was used as follows: 
then 
Z:(x - x)2 = ;£(x2) - (Ex)2 
n 
- 149 5333 - 2525.0625 -- 79.3927 
- • 36 
z:(y - y)2 - L_(y)2 -~ 
= 171.1342 - 3095 •8096 • 85.1395 36 
E(x - x) (y - y) = r(xy) - E(xA c(y) 
- 153.0272 - (SOQZ5 ) <55 • 64) 75.3630 36 = 
r =~79.3927} ~5.l395) = •917 
Such a high correlation coefficient represents a close relationship 
between monthly flows of the two streams. The equation for the l.ine of 
best fit which giT•a the best estimate of y from a known value of x is 
t = a --f-. b (x - x) The computations follow: 
~ - 55.64 1 545 
a • ·n • Y = 36 = • 
b r(y - f) {x - i) 75.3630 
= E X- ~)2 - 79.3927 = .949 
EX 50.25 = l. 400 x = -n- 36 
Then 
y = 1.545 f .949 (x - 1.400) 
= • 21.6 .f. • 949y 
This equation can be used to extend the records or fill in gaps of 
Behmke Branch based on the fl.ow of Green Acre. A slightly different 
formula can be derived by the same method if the best estimate of Green 
Acre Branch based on Behmke Branch is desired. 
Applicability of the Unit Hydrographs to Small Drainage Areas 
A unit hydrograph is a hydrograph of the direct ~off resulting 
from one inch -of precipitation·excess occurring in unit time. The basic 
principle of the unit hydrograph theory was discovered in 1930 by the 
Committee on Floods of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers. The 
Committee report(13) states that "the peak flow varies directly with the 
(13) Journal. of the Boston Society of Civil Eng:ineers, Vol. XVII, No. 7 
p. 281, Sept. 1930. 
total flood runc:f'f, or that the 'total flood period' is a constant for 
a given point on a stream." 
It remained for L. K. Sherman to develop the unit hydrograph theory 
as a practical working tool. Three chief uses of the unit hydrograph 
are determining peak discharges for design floods, reconstructing the 
hydrograph for periods of missing record, and evaluating the effect of 
land use. The latter is outside the scope of this study. 
Earlier users of the unit hydrograph determined precipitation excess 
as a percentage of precipitation. It is now generally recognized that 
the infiltration theory, in spite of its present limitations, offers a 
more logical and better means of determining precipitation excess. 
To test the applicability of the unit hydrograph to small area 
drainage basins the watershed of Green Acre Branch near Rolla, Missouri 
was selected. The area is described on page 11.. 
For small drainage basins the time unit should be from 1/4 to 1/3 
the time of concentration of the basin. This requirement necessitates 
25 
a time unit of less than 12 minutes for Green Acre Branch. Due to 
limitations of the recording equipment used, 15 minutes was selected as 
the smallest practical unit of time that could be used. 
Stage hydrographs ~d.recording rainfall gage records were examined 
in hope of finding a rainfall which fell for a unit of time. The short 
time unit selected makes such a rainfall a very rare occurrence. 
The rain of July 16, 1949 stopped when the crest was reached and 
the duration· of excess rainfa11 lasted for a 15-min.ute period. The 
resulting discharge hydrograph is plotted in Figure 6. The base of the 
hydrograph is 150 minutes. Surface flow is separated from ground water 
flow by a straight line from the beginning of rise to cessation of 
surface flow. 
The rain ·of May 21-22, 1951 aLmost met the requirements but r~all 
subsequent to the crest produced an unnatural recessiono The effect of 
the after crest rainfall was eliminated by applying the standard 
recession curve to falling limb of the hydrograph as shown by the dotted 
line in Figure 7 • 
The rain of june 9, 1950 produced the greatest rise known during the 
past 15 years. Its hydrograph is shown in Figure 8. 
The unit hydrographs determined from the 3 selected storms are 
plotted in Figure 9o The difference in height and time of crest, and 
the varying ordha.tes of the receding limb of the hydrographs are 
immediately ap~arent. 
The method of deriving the unit hydrograph wil1 be illustrated by 
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Table 3. Unit Hydrograph Computations, Stor.m of june 9, 1950. 
Base Surface Unit 
Time Discharge flow flow hydrograph 
p.m. (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) ordinate 
6:45 0.13 0.13 0 0 
7:00 1,900 1.2 1,899 805 
7:15 1,160 2.3 1,158 491 
7:30 469 3g4 466 198 
7:45 133 4.5 128 54g2 
8:00 74 5.6 68.4 29.0 
8:15 44.7 6.7 38.0 16.1 
8:30 29.2 7.8 21.4 9.1 
8:45 18.6 8.9 9.7 4ol 
9:00 14.5 10.0 4.5 lo9 
9:15 11.1 llol 0 0 
The unit hydrograph ordinate was obtained by multiplying the surface 
flow by the quotient of one divided by the total storm runoff (in inches). 
The distribution graph was computed as shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Distribution Graph, Storm of june 9, 1950. 
Base Surface Distribution 
Time Discharge flow flow · graph 
p.m. (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) percent 
6:45-7:00 950 1 949 25.0 
7:00-7:15 1,530 2 1,528 40.3 
7:15-7:30 814 3 811 21.4 
7:30-7:45 301 4 297 7.8 
7:45-8:00 104 5.0 99.0 2.6 
8:00-8:15 59.4 6.1 53.3 1.4 
8:15-8:30 37.0 7.2 29.8 0.8 
8:30-8:45 23.9 8.4 15.5 0.4 
8:45-9:00 16.6 9.4 7.2 0.2 
9:00-9:15 12.8 10.6 2.2 0.1 
Total 3,792.0 100.0 
The total amount of rainfall was plotted against the unit hydrograph 
crest (Figure 10) and the points were found to lie on a straight line, 
indicating a definite relationsr~p between amount of rainfall and height 
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of unit hydrograph crest. Since the three rains compared were selected 
for their short duration, the close correlation between tota1 rainfall 
and height of the unit hydrograph crest may not be applicable to rains 
' of other types and is po~sibly more indicative of the effect of average 
rainfall intens~ty. rather than total amount of rainfall. For an added 
check the test storm ~s plotted and found to lie on the same straight 
line. 
The unit hydrograph crest was plotted against the maximum 15-minute 
intensity (Figure 11) and points were found to define an exponential type 
curve. The test storm did not plot on the curve defined by the other 
three storms. 
Figures 9 and 11 show that intensity does have a definite effect on 
the unit hydrograph of a small drainage area. The crest, lag t:ime and 
distribution of flow vary considerably although the time base of the unit 
hydrographs remain the same. 
The total storm runoff was plotted against the actual flood crest 
(Figure 12) and the points fell very nearly on a straight line. This 
confirms the statement of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, quoted 
on page 24, that the peak fiow varies directly with the total flood 
runoff. 
To test the value of the unit hydrograph for reproducing hydro-
graphs, the storm of July 25, 1948 was selected. The total ·rainfall was 
1.40 inches, most of which fell in a 35-minute period on dry ground (3 
days since a 0.15 inch rain). The stream was dry when the rain fell. 
Except for antecedent conditions and some difference in rainfall 
intensity, the stor.m appeared similar to that of July 16, 1949.· It was 
felt that the distribution graph percentages and the loss, corrected for 
32 
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antecedent conditions, of the July 16, 1949 storm should reproduce the 
July 25, 1948 runoff. The Jul.y 16th rainfall was preceded by a Oo50 
inch rain that fell 3 days earlier. The 1.06 inch loss of the July 16th 
rain was increased 0.18 inch to allow for the greater infiltration and 
initial losses on the drier land and dry stream bed. The 0.18 inch 
cor~ection was deter.ndned by the difference between the preceding rains 
multiplied by Sher:mants(14) coefficient of 50 percent for the effective-
{14) :Heinzer, 0. E.·, Hydrology, p. 520, 1942. 
ness of a rain 3 days previous. The reconstructed hydrograph is 
compared with the actual hydrograph in Table 5. 
Table 5. Comparison of Actua1 and Computed Flows, Stonn of July 25, 1948 
r,I'otal computed Distribution Computed Actual 
runoff graph discharge discharg 
Time (cfs) percent (cfs) (cfs) 
11:45-12:00 257 l2ol 31.1 0·.72 
12:00-12:15 ·257 27.1 69.7 24.3 
12:15-12;30 257 23.5 60.4 66o8 
12:30-12:45 257 13.8 35.5 72.4 
12:45-1:00 257 9.2 23o6 46.1 
1:00-1:15 257 6.1 15.7 26.4 
1:15-1:30 257 3.8 9.8 14.0 
1:30-1:45 257 2.5 6.4 6.84 
1:45-2:00 257 1.5 3.9 3.06 
2:00-2:15 257 0.4 1.0 0.68 
Totals 257.1 261.30 
The computed crest discharge was 89.6 cubic feet per second as 
compared with the actual crest discharge of 87 cubic feet per second. 
The timing of the reconstructed and actual h)~rographs differ due to the 
greater intensity of the july 16, 1949 rain. Difference in intensity of 
the two rains made· a lag time of 45 minutes for the July 25, 1948 storm 
e 
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as compared with .18 minutes for the july 16, 1949 stonn. · 
The test storm indicates that, for a storm similar in rainfall 
dis·tribution and intensity to that for which the unit hydrograph was 
developed, a reasonably accurate reproduction of the discharge hydro-
graph of the given storm can be made, provided rainfall .losses can be 
correctly evaluated. AlthoUgh variations in intensity of rainfall 
change the shape of the discharge hydrograph, both the crest discharge 
and the total stor.m runoff are accurately reproduced by a unit hydro-
graph derived fram·a stor.m of similar magnitude. 
Study of the hydrograph for the stonn of june 9, 1950 shows that any 
attempt to determine maximum peak runoff of a small drainage area can be 
in great error if the unit hydrograph used in determining the maximum 
peak runoff was not derived from a storm of great magnitude. The peak 
discharge of the june 9, .1950 storm would .be computed as 1,320 cubic 
feet per second based on the hydrograph of the july 16, 1949 flood. The 
error of the computed value is 30.5 percent based on the correct value 
of 1,900 cubic feet per second. 
The Rational Method 
The rational method is expressed by the formula Q = C i A in which 
Q • the peak discharge in cubic feet per second. 
i = a quantity equivalent to the average rainfall rate in inches 
per .hour for a duration equal to the concentration .time of the 
drainage area. 
A = the area of the drainage basin in acres. 
C = the ratio of the maximum peak flow per acre (in cubic feet per 
second) to the average rate of rainfall (in inches per hour) 
throughout the period of concentration. 
FrCID. Figure 113, Appendix A of "Law Dams", the max:i.mum val.ue of 
coefficient C for the ROlla area is 0.90. The three storms used for 
devel.oping unit hydrograph-s in the :preceding section were used to ctwn-
pute the peak discharge with the resu1ts shown in Table 6. 
Table 6. Appli~ati.on of the Rational Method. 
Rainfall 
Con. during Rainfall Peak discharge 
time con. time intensity {cfs} 
Storm (min.) (in.) (in./hr.) cc.np~ted actua1 
July 16, 1949 25 1.43 3.43 1,230 218 
June 9, 1950 30 2.35 4.70 1,680 1,900 
May 21-22., 1951 45 1.20 1.60 574 117 
It wil.l be noted that the rationa1. method giv"s peak discharges grossl.y . 
in error for the two small cres"ts and a resu1t only 11.6 percettt in 
error for the maximum crest of recordo This indicates that either the 
maximum value of C cannot be used to reproduce small crests or that the 
method is inapplicable to the smaller crests. Values of rainfall and 
concentration time (from beginning O'E rainfall to the crest) were taken 
directly from recording rainfall and recording stage charts. 
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FLOOD FLOWS 
Numerous empirical formulas have been deve1oped to estimate the 
ma.xi.mlun probabl.e flood. Discussion of these formulas may be found in 
hydro1ogy texts and in Water-8upp1y Paper No. 771 of the United States 
· Geol.ogica1 Survey entitl.ed 1'Fl.aods in the United States". Practica11y 
a1l the formul.as have been developed for large drainage basins and are 
inappl.icable to ..all drainage areas. 
The rational method is frequently used for small drainage areas. 
This method has been discussed on page 35. Determination of fiood peaks 
by unit hydrograph methods With hypothetical. possible storms represeilts 
considerable labor and expense for the usual. smal1 area project. 
The "l.imiting 1'l.o0d method" offers promise of providing an easy 
means to determine the maximum design flood for small area projects if 
the method can be proven app1icab1e to small drainage basins. The 
method is based on the formula 
where Q = peak flow in cubic feet per seco~d. 
Cm • a factor r~presenting 10,000 ·times the jarvis-l-iyers percentage 
rating. 
M = drainage area in· square miles. 
A Jarvis-Myers percentage rating of 60 is equiva1ent to a Cm factor 
of 6,000. 
Maximum known fiood discharges for al.1 streams in ~Iissouri have been 
plotted in a report (15) in process of publ.ication. 
(15) Surface Water of Missouri, 1940-49, 1-Io. Geol. Survey & \vater Res., 
Unpublished. 
A Cm factor of &_,ooo .has 'been found to provide a limiting line which lies 
above all except oae known f1ood in Missoari. An unusual. feature of the 
plotting is that there is no apparent geographical grouping. One·might 
expect Ozark streams of a given drainage area to have high~r peak dis-
chara•• than the same area locat.ed in the rolling plains of north 
H:issouri. No such difference was evident. 
Hydrologist·s believe that the square root of drainage area relation-
aMp does not· hold for areas below about 4 square mi1es. FloOd peaks for 
drainage areas under 4 square miles. are suspected to Yary directly with 
the drainage area. The fl"ood discharges listed in Table 7 are available 
for s~dying the relationship of drainage area to flood crest. 
Table 7. Selected Maximum Known Discharges of Missouri Str~ams. 
Peak discharge 
cubic feet per 
Drainage second per 
Stream area square mile 
1. Nichols Branch near Palmyra 2.03 1,823 
2o White Cloud Creek near lriaryrill!e 6.06 677 
3. Unnamed Creek ·near Lees Summit 1.31 931 
4. Fishing River near· Kearney 39.43 761 
5. Clear Creek near Ho1t (2.9 lailes N.W.) 7.37 2,035 
6. Clear Creek near Holt (3 miles w.) 19.39 1,135 
7. Unnamed Creek near Holt 6.52 2,147 
s. Holt Creek at Holt 11.66 1,115 
9. Holt Creek ·n.ear Holt 18.11 1,215 
10. New Hope Creek at Haynesville 6.46 1,068 
ll. New Hope Creek near Holt 11.65 1,116 
12. Carroll Creek near Kearney (3! miles N.E.) 9.52 882 
13. Carroll Creek near Kearney (2.7 miles E.) 13.7 803 
14. East Fork Fishing River at Excelsior 
Springs 19.8 1,167 
15. Eldred Branch at Macks Creek 1.80 1,722 
16. Eldred ·Branch in Macks Creek 3.12 1,603. 
17. Holder Branch.at Macks Creek 1.00 1,400 
18. Little Gravois .creek near Bagnell 24.1 1,286 
19. North Prong Little Gravois Creek near 
Bagnell 17.2 814 
20o Wrights Creek near Bagnell 5.65 1,133 
21. Newburg Branch in Newburg 2.8 1,857 
22. Flat Creek at Union 
... 23. Unnamed Creek at Union 
24. Buffalo Creek near Tiff. City 
25. Green. Acre Branch near Rolla 











The discharges of Tab~e. 7 are plotted in Figure 13.. This is the 
usual type plot~ The group of points between 6 and 40 square miles 
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appears to vary with the square root of the drainage area. For drainage 
~eas below 6 square miles the relationship is -not i.nmediately apparent. 
For a better ~tudy of the smaller _areas the discharges of Table 7 
are plotted to rectangular coordinates iri Figure 14. The square root of 
drainage area re~ationship would demand very .high.runoff ·per square mile 
for areas below 4 square miles. Since concentration time decreases as 
the area becomes smaller crests with extreme~y high runoff per square 
mile appear very unlikely. 
To subst~tiate a s~raight line variation between flood crests of 
drainage areas below 4 square miles Table 7 was examined to find groups 
of measurements representing the same ·storm. Stream Nos. 4 through 13, 
15 through 17, 18 through 20, and 25, 26 .represent groups of streams 
whose ~ crests occurred during the same storms. 
The group of points scatter due to variations in the rainfall 
pattern. However, certain. relationships are noticeable. Points 5 and 
(during a common storm) line up with point 25. This line is assumed tc 
be the enveloping line and lines parallel to it can be draWn through 
points 8, 11, and 13; and .points 15 and.I6. Other points line up on 
similar parallel lines but without records of raiitfall amount and · 
intensity no conclusions can be drawn from an apparent relationship. 
The evidence to.support a direct variation of c~est runoff with 
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relationship appears probable. Between 5 and 10 square mUes there is 
lltt1e difference between the straight 1ine and the square root o:f drain-
age area rel&tionship. Below 5 square miles considerab1e difference 
exists. 
Subj.ect to .disproof by future evidence the hypothesis is advanced 
that peak discharges of drainage areas below 5 square miles vary direct-
ly with the drainage area and that a possible limiting line for such 
smal.1 area floods in Missouri is represented by the equation of the line 
in Figure 14 which is 
Q : 3156 - 155A 
or rounding off 
Q • 3200 - 150A 
where Q :a cubic feet per second per square mile. 
A .• drainage area in square miles. 
The fonnula for the maximum flow on drainage basins of less than 5 
square mi1es in Missouri is based on meager data and shou1d be used with 
caution and only on streams similar in hydrologic characteristics with 
those in Missouri. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Small drainage ~eas are of considerable importance due to 'both 
their number and the cost of structures and methods of contrOlling.the 
runoff from these areas. 
Ope.ration of gaging stations or recording rain gages on each small 
area is econamical.ly unsound. Intensive study of a few areas is 
warranted in an effort to develop methods of extending areal. c~erage of 
data based on the operation of a few small area stations. These 
stations should be distributed to includ~ each climatological, 
'geological, and physical. province. Such a program wil.1 require 
:miscellaneous l·ow-water measurements during prolonged dry periods on 
many ungaged streams and measurement of unusual fl.ood.s on smal1 areas 
as they occur. Measurement of small area floods will ordinarily be made 
by indirect methods. 
On the basis of this study the following specific conclusions in 
regard t~ sma11 drainage areas are made: 
1. Actual. measurements of one or more low flows is necessary 1;o· 
accurately define the lower ends of depletion and duration curves. 
2. Average flows may be determined from hydrological1y similar 
small area basins with an accuracy inversely proportional to the 
distance fran the base area. 
3. The uni~ hydrograph technique is applicable with limitations 
pecu1iar to the small areas. Some factors in the use of the unit hydro-
graph are: 
a. Rain -intensity has a pronouilced effect on the distribution 
graph. 
b. The initial loss for the short intense rains affects the 
runoff more than'the ultimate infiltration capacity (fc)• 
c. Time det:endnation from the chart recording derlces for 
both water s'tage recorders and recording rain gages is 
not sufficiently accurate for precise deter.minatian of 
the time e1em~n:ts of the hydrograph. 
d. Rai.nfa11 occurri.Jlg ·in unit time is a rare event on 
small areas. 
e. A better method shou1d be developed to account for 
antecedent conditions. 
·lila-
f. Additional data shou1d be secured on in£iltration losses •. 
g. The magnitude of the flood greatly affects· the unit 
hydrograph crest. This may lead to large errors in 
determining the maxiwnun flood crest for design purposes 
unless a f1ood. of great magnitude is available fram which 
a unit hyd.rograph may be derived. 
h. Total . floOd runoff and crest discharge can be more 
accurately determined by the unit hydrograph method,than 
can the distribution of flow. 
4. The ratienal. method gave discharges on Green Acre Branch 
greatly in error for small crests and was 11.6 percent in error for a 
major flood. 
5. Peak fiood flows appear to vary with the square root of -the 
drainage area above 5 square miles and directly with the drainage· area 
below 5 square miles. A t~be formu1a for the maximum fiood to be 
expected on Missouri streams from drainage areas less than 5 square 
miles in area is: 
Q : 3200 - l50A 
where Q - -axiwnm peak :flow in cubic feet per second per square 
JD:i.le. 
A = drainage area in square miles. 
The above conc1usians are based on the data studied. In the rapid-
1y advancing science of hydro1o.gy any conclusions based on t~ts 
information may be modified or refuted when additional 4ata have been 
collected or data already collected analyzed. 
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